
THE ZOOM POTTER CUP QUIZ 
THURSDAY 27th MAY 2021 

GENERAL RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS 
1. The May 2021 ZOOM version of the Potter Cup Quiz is for all members of the HVRA and 

their friends and relations. 
2. All team members howsoever many there are, must self-manage their communications 

with access to the same viewing device or screen, or utilising other technology as 
appropriate to that team. 

3. For the avoidance of doubt there will only be one ZOOM room with no use of break-out 
rooms. 

4. The most important rule/instruction is NO USE OF THE INTERNET PLEASE! 
5. Each registered couple will be charged £12 payable in advance direct to the HVRA 

Account and details of this will be provided upon registration. 
6. Teams will need to register their entry ON OR BEFORE SUNDAY 9th May 2021. 
7. There will be a good prize for the winning team.  
8. The event will be held utilising Zoom and there are a number ‘rules’ that should be 

followed, to ensure it runs as smoothly as possible. These rules will be explained in detail 
to the registered teams before the start of the Quiz. 

9. It is anticipated that the overall quiz will take from 19.30 to 21.15 latest. There will be no 
formal breaks during the quiz but there will be quite a lot of ‘downtime’ whilst the scores 
are being taken, etc. Plenty of time to replenish your plates and more importantly your 
glasses! 

10. You will of course need a good quantity of paper and something to write with to complete 
your answers! 

11. The overall Quiz consists of a number of rounds of questions. In addition there will be a 
short Marathon. 

12. All questions for each of the rounds will be completed and then all the answers for that 
round will be given. 

13. Each question has a maximum of 2 marks, although in some cases there is more than one 
part to the question. The points awarded will be explained for these at the time of the 
question. 

14. Teams will also have a Virtual Joker which may be played on any of the rounds – but not 
on the Marathon. The Joker MUST BE PLAYED BEFORE THE RELEVANT ROUND OF 
QUESTIONS STARTS 

15. You mark your own - carefully and honestly of course. 
16. After the answers have been given for a full round of questions, your team score for that 

round will need to be communicated to the Quiz team.  
17. This will happen when one of the quiz team calls out your name. You will then give your 

score for that round which will be incorporated into the overall score chart. 
18. The Marathon will be sent to you approximately 45 minutes before the quiz starts. You 

have the whole evening to complete this section of the quiz and the answers will be given 
after the rounds of other questions have been completed. Again you mark your own and  
your name will again be called out to get your marks for the Marathon which will be 
added to your overall scores. 


